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About This Game

King Cake, the dessert-headed monarch, has decided it’s time for his daughter to get married, but she other plans!
The King has devised “The Royal Games” in which the winner will marry Princess Bow. Since she can’t talk her father out of it,
Bow decides to put on a disguise and enter the competition herself. Along the way, she discovers a nefarious plot that threatens

all life aboard the Space Station Kingdom.
Can she get to the bottom of things before it’s too late… and win the Royal Games at the same time?

Features

TWISTED ARCADE GAMEPLAY Get bigger as you eat. Barf to squeeze down to size. Barf on anything that moves. Reap
the rewards.
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EXPLORE INTRICATE WORLDS Giant interconnected overworlds are filled with strange life, and secret rewards. Travel
to five completely unique areas including Sushi Gardens, Kitchen Chaos, and Astro Farm.

HAND-CRAFTED CHALLENGE Each hand-made, non-procedural level has a unique hook or puzzle from dodging alien
bulls, spitting bombs, eating flying pies, or bowling while on conveyor belts—there’s always something new.

MASSIVE, WILD BOSSES Nearly a dozen bat-barf crazy bosses will be coming your way. How will you beat the
Accordion Centipede? Or a living pile of nachos? Use your BRAIN, your SKILLS, and your MOUTH!
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INCREDIBLE SOUNDTRACK
We've created amazing tunes to get you into this surreal world!

Rock, Paper, Shotgun says "I will brook no argument on Pig Eat Ball’s soundtrack – it whips. Three parts funky, one part
bizarre."

ONE-OF-A KIND POWERUPS Throughout the Space Station Kingdom there are dozens of special Disguises. These look
cool and also give you special abilities! Each Disguise has a Pro and a Con. Swap Disguises to find the best one for each

situation.

OPEN-ENDED ANTICS Charming Pillbugs roam these space stations. They may want to play a nice game of tennis, or may
steal your balls! Watch out for their lawn darts, bombs, flying pies, and tractors! Barf on them, bump them, torch them, or

knock them into open space. Don’t worry they can hold their breath a long time!
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HOURS OF ADVENTURE The main story is 8-12 hours alone on the first playthrough. Getting the “Gold Medal” for quick
completions on each level opens a special CHALLENGE SECTION in each world!

WILD CHARACTERS Talk to dozens of interesting aliens on your journey including Cupcake people, Scrounger Goblins,
sentient shrimp, and of course your insane father King Cake.

MANIC MULTIPLAYER MAYHEM The 4-player, OFFLINE couch competitive mode is the definition of PARTY TIME.
Dozens of custom levels give you a variety of goals to compete to win. Casual and Hardcore players can boost it out, bumping

bums, barfing blobs, and belching balls!
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ONLINE LEADERBOARDS Each action level lets you compete for the fastest time with the world!

ONLINE LEVEL SHARING Ready to craft your own levels? The intuitive level editor, only on STEAM, will have you
combining and arranging all manner of crafty creations in no time. Quickly make and then test your levels. Ready to share your

level with your friends or the world? Upload it to Steam Workshop and invite them to play it!
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English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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pig eat ball trailer. pig eat ball ps4. pig eat ball gameplay. pig eat ball review. pig eat ball steam. pig eat ball. pig balls food. pig
eat ball pc. pig eat ball game

WARNING DO NOT BUY!!! I HAVE STILL YET TO PLAY THIS AND HAVE HAD IT FOR MONTHS

MIN PLAYERS REQUIRED TO START A GAME: 6

PLAYERS ONLINE: 0

DO NOT BUY!!! YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!!. I really like what I've played so far but the seed of doubt has been planted.
Buying early access and being greeted by the demo is pretty appauling. I think this is about to be my first Steam refund based
solely on the fact that there is little proof of life as is.

I will not hesitate to purchase again if things improve. I'll give it another week.

PROS:

- Great atmosphere and score.
- Nice visuals (dependent on hardware).
- Engaging story , setting and tone.
- Controls decently enough during the very brief 'demo'.
- Survival in space.
- Personally I kinda like that everything is in Russian. I can handle subtitles. I'd happily play the entire finished game like that.
Even better if all conversation and objective dialogues were recorded and logged for reference.

CONS:

- Very brief demo. Even for an early access title.
- Consistent delays. And the official early access build is still just the demo. WTF?
- Forum wipes due to alledged censorship by developer.
- Very little communication\/ language barrier.
- Excitement levels depleting.
- Cautionary systems engaged.
- Airlock locked.
- Waiting...

Recommended, but with caution.. Truly an MMO sandbox. Player driven economy, full loot PVP zones. The only MMO since
Ultima Online that truly gives you a rush in pvp.. This game is entertaining for a few hours, but after 4 or 5 you realize how little
content there actually is. You will be forced to replay the same missions because there are so few, which themselves already
overlap heavily. Combine that with a dindling userbase, and this is only worth buying if you have money to burn.. Beautiful
Graphics, fun custimzible spells. Wish they would have had more of a story based game play. The game has no backstory. Its
just a point and shoot game. 7\/10 overall
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poor game...bugs everywhere. super fun!!!. While this was not my favorite Nancy Drew game, it was probably still worth the
purchase. In some games, I feel like I really learn things and walk away with a better knowledge of history, culture, etc. In this
game, they tried to put really big things into small tutorials, like origami, the Japanese tea ceremony, and the Japanese alphabet.
Sorry, but I'm not gonna learn any Japanese in flipping through a book for 2 seconds... So I think they should have focused on
more realistic educaitonal goals for the game, but it still was worth the sale price.. Best Civil war strategy game I've played so
far. The game is influenced by the player's victories and defeats, if you start as a Confederate general and do horribly you'll end
up losing very early on. If you do well you will end up marching on D.C.. Really good casual puzzler\/platformer. Low difficulty
and keeps fresh with new game elements for the duration of the 8 or so hours it lasts.. wow this game is amazing. Great thinking
and skill based game. Dont use the internet for answers, itll just ruin the game.. Nice story, but a bit small.
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